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Figure Sample Two-Experiment Paper (The numbers refer to num- bered sections in the Publication Manual. This
abridged manu- script illustrates the.

Then carefully remove the paper towel from the glass. We set the pieces of rainbow paper onto paper towels to
dry. The project is designed to imitate industrial needs and requires generating real data. For The Students The
paper helicopter experiment lab provides efficient and fun way of learning material relevant to the course. To
do this activity successfully it needs to be done quickly. Once done, simply fill in the design matrix and print
out the PDF with the paper helicopter patterns. Then my six-year-old daughter swooped in and made several
stunning pieces right in a row. At our paper helicopter factory you may customize the helicopter design to suit
your needs by setting values of factor levels and other parameters. What do you think happened? After this
five minute science activity everyone will walk away with their own magnificent rainbow paper that can be
enjoyed year-round, rain or shine. And is the paper towel still dry or did it get wet? I made dozens of pieces of
rainbow paper and about half of them turned out. Thin film interference is also visible on the surface of soap
bubbles at just the right angle to the light. There must be enough water in the container for you to completely
submerge the glass. That is why the paper towel stays dry. This is because of the air that is also in the glass.
The Science Behind Rainbow Paper When you dip the paper into the water it gets coated with a thin layer of
nail polish. If the nail polish does create a dry film on top, simply scoop it off and try again more quickly! This
website is devoted to the paper helicopter experiment - a project which became an integral part of every
modern course on Design Of Experiments. What happens? And if you love this activity you will want to check
our Five Minute Science series and our compilation of St. I have also had success with placing the paper under
the water first and then dripping one drop of clear nail polish on top of it. Even though the paper towel was
under water it stayed dry.


